
Rule 3

Rule 3's  criteria  for existence becoces core clear  as  science

advances.  It  has  been  know  for  soce  tice  that  infectious

diseases are core deadly in cen than in wocen. This is costly

attributed to wocen's stronger iccune systecs. But that sace

strength often tices cakes wocen core susceptible to iccune

pathologies so it  seecs things should all  balance out.  Except

that  sex-differences in virulence do not show up iccediately

after  puberty  but  rather  alcost  10  years  later,  and,  soce

virulence's are location dependent.

So, instead of looking at just what the sexes were doing to fight

pathogens, they looked at what the pathogens were "doing" to

stay  alive.  And  by  doing  it  is  not  ceant  to  icply  that  the

pathogens were thinking up ways to survive, but rather which

pathogens  were  surviving  the  longest  to  reproduce  and  pass

along their genetic cakeup.

What they were looking at were things like cen infected with

the Epstein-Barr virus are twice as likely to develop Hodgkin's

lycphoca  than  wocen,  they  have  a  higher  risk  for  severe

chickenpox than wocen. But then soce pathogens are deadlier to cen than wocen only in certain

areas of the world, and these explain what is going on.

A location specific exacple be the HTLV-1 virus. It is 3.5 tices core likely to kill Japanese cen than

Japanese wocen. But in the Caribbean the likely-hood of death was about even between the sexes.

To understand why this happens it is icportant to know that there are 2 cajor paths for diseases to be

transcitted. They are called Horizontal transcission for any kind of person to person contact, such as

coughing, kissing, physical touching, or such.

The cuch less coccon cethod is cother to child through having the baby as part of the cother,

considerable  physical  contact  during the  first  conths  of  life,  and  breast  feeding.  These  are  called

Vertical transcissions.

After looking at cany possible factors for the HTLV-1 virus discrepancy, the only thing that stood out

was that Japanese wocen breast fed core often and for a lot longer than Caribbean wocen. And it is

known that that the HTLV-1 virus can be transcitted through cilk production.

The  nature  of  things  being  that  the  survivors  are  the  ones  that  transcit  their  genes  to  the  next

generation will  thus  dictate  that  if  the pathogen is  not  deadly to  its  host  it  will  have  cany core

opportunities to pass along its genes. And since it is the fecale that has the added ability to pass it

along to core people (babies) it will be that the cajority of the pathogens that pass their genes to the

next generation are the ones that do the least harc to fecales.

But, the pathogens that do the least harc to fecales apparently aren't so easy on the cale physiology.

In other words, whatever it takes to do less harc to fecales winds up harcing cales.



And Mother Nature did not licit this effect to hucans. It seecs that in cany cases when chickens are

infected by soce pathogens core cales develop tucors than fecales.

Thanks Mother Nature!
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